SCIPP Contributions to the GLAST LAT Science Instrument

- **GLAST LAT Conceptual Design:** Bill Atwood devised the initial LAT concept in 1992 and began simulating it to verify the background rejection capabilities. The original concept was very similar to the final instrument, but with a 10×10 tower array (instead of 4×4).

- **Beam Tests:** Robert Johnson’s group led the design and assembly of tracker prototypes used in the 1997 and 1999 SLAC beam tests that demonstrated the performance of the design concept.

- **Balloon Flight:** The second beam-test tracker was modified at UCSC to fly on a high-altitude balloon over Texas in 2001.

- **Tracker Readout Electronics:** Johnson’s group, with additional engineering support from SLAC, designed, tested, and debugged the readout electronics, for both the beam-test and flight trackers. The design includes two custom integrated circuit chips (ASICs).

- **Silicon-Strip Detectors:** Hartmut Sadrozinski led the effort to design and procure the more than 11,000 detectors produced by Hamamatsu Photonics.

- **Tracker Construction:** Johnson served as the subsystem manager for engineering and production of the LAT flight tracker.

- **Tracker Engineering and Production:** UCSC personnel designed and prototyped much of the intricate tracker interconnects. All of the ASIC production testing was done at UCSC, and the UCSC group led the production testing and burn-in of the readout electronics modules.

- **Radiation-hardness Assurance:** The radiation-hardness testing of most GLAST LAT ASICs and many crucial electrical components was led by UCSC personnel with active involvement of undergraduate students.

- **GLAST LAT Proposal:** The UCSC group wrote the tracker section and edited the successful 1999 proposal to NASA and contributed to the simulations needed for the proposal.

- **Tracker Reconstruction Software:** Atwood and the UCSC group, working with SLAC, led the development of the software for offline reconstruction of tracks from tracker data.

- **Background Rejection:** Atwood led the development of the offline analysis software used to distinguish gamma-ray events from cosmic-ray backgrounds.

- **Flight Software:** Terry Schalk served as a manager of the LAT flight software effort.
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